
WHAT IS UNIQUE ABOUT THE JEUNESSE SPA 
BOTANICALS HAIR CARE LINE? 
The Jeunesse Spa Botanicals hair care collection embraces 
the power of nature’s finest ingredients to help replenish and 
restore hair’s youthful appearance. Featuring scientifically 
advanced KERASCALP™ and the signature ingredients, 
mineral-rich red clay and Amazonian Pracaxi seed oil, this 
eco-friendly line rejuvenates the hair to cultivate natural 
beauty every day.

WHAT MAKES JEUNESSE SPA BOTANICALS DIFFERENT 
FROM OTHER HAIR CARE LINES? 
Jeunesse Spa Botanicals combines some of the very best 
ingredients from nature with advanced science to create a full 
system of eco-friendly hair rejuvenation products. Combined, 
Jeunesse Spa Botanicals restores stronger-, fuller- and more 
youthful-looking hair.

WHAT PRODUCTS ARE IN THE JEUNESSE SPA 
BOTANICALS HAIR CARE LINE? 
♥  PURIFYING SHAMPOO 
Gently cleanse away impurities while enhancing the strength 
and brightness of hair, from roots to tips, creating a healthier 
and younger look. Purifying Shampoo features KERASCALP™, 
Amazonian Pracaxi seed oil and red clay from southern Brazil.

♥  MOISTURIZING CONDITIONER 
Deeply moisturize and detangle hair for brighter, softer 
and stronger strands. Moisturizing Conditioner features 
KERASCALP™, a botanical oil blend, Amazonian Pracaxi seed 
oil and red clay from southern Brazil. 

♥  DEEP REPAIR MASK 
Restore hair’s youthful beauty through an intense 
reconstruction of the hair strands with a powerful dose of a 
hydrating, nutritive antioxidant oil blend. Deep Repair Mask 
features KERASCALP™, a botanical oil blend, Amazonian 
Pracaxi seed oil and red clay from southern Brazil.

♥  NUTRI PROTECT LEAVE-IN  
Nourish hair and protect it from frizz, split ends and the 
heat of styling tools while improving its look with this light 
and silky leave-in treatment. Nutri Protect Leave-in features 
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KERASCALP™, a botanical oil blend, Amazonian Pracaxi seed 
oil and red clay from southern Brazil.

WHAT ARE THE MAIN INGREDIENTS IN THE JEUNESSE 
SPA BOTANICALS HAIR CARE LINE, AND WHAT ARE  
THEIR BENEFITS? 
♥  KERASCALP™ 
KERASCALP™ is derived from amla fruit and enhanced by 
science to prevent the visible effects of aging hair follicles, 
such as decreased volume and thinning strands. This natural 
adaptogen ingredient provides a healthy environment for hair 
follicle stem cells to renew.

♥  BOTANICAL OIL BLEND 
A blend of seven oils — avocado, mango, almond, cocoa, 
olive, cotton and soy — are known for their skin-quenching 
properties and work synergistically to deeply hydrate and 
strengthen hair. 

♥ RED CLAY 
Singularly sourced in the southern region of Brazil, this 
mineral-rich clay is known for its rejuvenating properties. 

♥  PRACAXI SEED OIL 
Pracaxi seed oil is known to promote hydration and hair 
brightness. Ethically sourced from the Amazon rainforest, 
extracting this oil helps local communities in the process.

HOW DOES JEUNESSE SPA BOTANICALS RESTORE 
YOUTHFUL-LOOKING HAIR? 
Your hair ages as you do. Recent studies have attributed 
aging hair follicles to transepidermal elimination of stem cells 
through collagen XVII (COL17A1) breakdown. As hair follicles 
shrink, the hair shows visible signs of aging, such as thinning, 
loss of volume, easy breakage and slow growth.

To help keep your hair looking beautiful, healthy and full, 
Jeunesse Spa Botanicals offers a complete range of hair 
rejuvenation treatments that contain the scientifically 
advanced ingredient KERASCALP™. KERASCALP™ helps 
prevent the miniaturization of follicles by helping avoid 
breakdown and increase in the expression of collagen  
XVII (COL17A1).
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IS THE JEUNESSE SPA BOTANICALS HAIR CARE LINE ECO-
FRIENDLY, VEGAN AND CRUELTY-FREE (NOT TESTED  
ON ANIMALS)? 
Yes. The Jeunesse Spa Botanicals line was developed in an 
ecological way to serve increasingly conscious consumers with 
the products they desire.

DO JEUNESSE SPA BOTANICALS HAIR CARE PRODUCTS 
CONTAIN SALT, SILICONES, PARABENS, SULFATES  
OR DYES? 
No, all products in the Jeunesse Spa Botanicals hair care line 
are free from salt, silicones, parabens, sulfates and dyes.  

IS THE PACKAGING RECYCLABLE AND BIODEGRADABLE? 
Yes, the packaging was developed to be recyclable and 
biodegradable. The line’s packaging has a Go Green active 
that accelerates its decomposition in the environment.

WHO CAN USE JEUNESSE SPA BOTANICALS HAIR  
CARE PRODUCTS? 
The Jeunesse Spa Botanicals hair care collection is crafted for 
both men and women of all ages and hair types. It is safe to 
use on natural and color-treated hair. 

CAN CHILDREN USE THE PRODUCTS? 
This product line is not suitable for children or babies. 
Children’s hair and scalps require specific care, so it is 
necessary to use products designed for their age group.  
See your pediatrician and ask for guidance.

CAN PREGNANT WOMEN OR NURSING MOTHERS USE 
THE PRODUCTS? 
Pregnant women and nursing mothers should consult their 
doctors and ask for guidance.

HOW SHOULD I USE THE JEUNESSE SPA BOTANICALS 
HAIR CARE PRODUCTS? 
1. Massage Purifying Shampoo onto wet hair. Rinse well. 
Repeat if necessary.

2. Apply Moisturizing Conditioner onto wet hair, spreading 
evenly over the entire length of the strands, except the root. 
Leave on 1 minute. Rinse well. 

3. Remove excess water from hair. On damp hair, apply Deep 
Repair Mask from mid-length to tips, section by section, until 
product is evenly applied. Leave on 5–10 minutes. Rinse well. 
Use one to two times a week. 

4. On damp or dry hair, apply a small amount of Nutri Protect 
Leave-in from mid-length to tips. Style hair as desired.  
Use daily. 

CAN I USE JEUNESSE SPA BOTANICALS HAIR CARE 
PRODUCTS EVERY DAY? 
Yes, the products are formulated to be part of your everyday 
routine, using as needed for your hair type. However, we 
recommend using the Deep Repair Mask only one to two times 
a week. 

HOW LONG DO THE PRODUCTS LAST? 
This depends on the amount and frequency used, as well 
as hair length. The Purifying Shampoo and Moisturizing 
Conditioner can last an average of 29 to 58 applications. 
The Deep Repair Mask can last an average of 25 to 50 
applications. The Nutri Protect Leave-in can last an average 
of 20 applications. Values calculated with an average amount 
per application of: 

• 5–10 mL for Purifying Shampoo, Moisturizing 
Conditioner and Deep Repair Mask 

• 5 mL for Nutri Protect Leave-in 

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE JEUNESSE SPA 
BOTANICALS LINE AND FORMER JEUNESSE SPA LINE? 
Jeunesse decided to discontinue the Jeunesse SPA line 
but renew its performance in the category with Jeunesse 
Spa Botanicals, which is more updated and connected with 
consumer needs.

The Jeunesse Spa Botanicals hair care line was developed to 
continue caring for the hair, but with new formulas that are 
vegan, sustainable and eco-friendly.

Your best new hair routine combines our four Jeunesse Spa 
Botanicals hair products, which feature ingredients born in 
nature and advanced technology. 

Jeunesse Spa Botanicals also offers competitive prices 
and scientifically proven results through tests certified by 
institutes accredited by Anvisa.

IS JEUNESSE SPA BOTANICALS HALAL OR KOSHER 
CERTIFIED? 
No. Jeunesse Spa Botanicals does not have halal or kosher 
certificates.

CAN I USE JEUNESSE SPA BOTANICALS WITH OTHER 
JEUNESSE PRODUCTS?  
Yes, the Jeunesse Spa Botanicals hair care collection is 
designed to work synergistically with all Jeunesse products.  

WHERE CAN I PURCHASE JEUNESSE SPA BOTANICALS 
HAIR CARE PRODUCTS? 
The Jeunesse Spa Botanicals hair care line is only available 
in Brazil and can be purchased from your local Jeunesse 
Distributor.


